
CTEK delivers over 1,000 EV charging
points for Stockholm Parking
CTEK, the leading global brand in vehicle charging solutions, is working with Stockholm
Parking to install more than 1,000 electric vehicle (EV) charging points in the new
18,000 square metre ’Norra Stationsparken’ parking garage in Hagastaden, on the
outskirts of Stockholm. 



This new parking garage in Hagastaden, one of Stockholm's largest urban
development areas, has three underground floors offering parking for residents and
visitors, and every one of the parking spaces is being equipped with a CTEK
Chargestorm Connected 2 EV charger, supported by CTEK’s Nanogrid load-balacing
solution. 

Norra Stationsparken is Stockholm’s seventh garage offering 100 per cent of spaces
with EV charging and, once completed, will be one of the largest EV installations in any
parking facility in the whole of Europe. 

Cecilia Routledge, Global Director Energy and Facilities for CTEK said: ”An investment
of this size really shows that Stockholm is leading Europe's capitals in supporting the
switch to fossil-free transport. For CTEK, it is also proof that our multi-year
collaboration with Stockholm Parking continues to develop. Business and government
need to work closely with each other on mobility issues if we are to be able to achieve
our set climate goals.” 



The City of Stockholm is seeing rapidly increasing demand for EV charging stations,
and this latest installation is part of the city's work to electrify traffic. By 2026,
Stockholm Parking aims to offer EV charging in all its garages, and is targeting more
than 100,000 new charging stations for electric cars by 2030. This would equate to
one EV charge point for every 16 people living in Stockholm County1! 

Hagastaden currently has 6,000 new homes and 50,000 jobs and is located in the area
between Stockholm and nearby Solna. By 2030, this area will have been transformed
into a completely new district with a mix of apartments, workplaces, cultural
attractions, green areas, world-leading research and highly specialised healthcare. 

Ends 

1 Current population of Stockholm County (Stockholm City and surrounding urban
areas) is 1.6 million (source Wikipedia). 
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About CTEK

Established in Dalarna Sweden, CTEK is the leading global brand in battery charging solutions, most
specifically vehicle charging.

CTEK offers products ranging from 12V & 24V battery chargers to charging solutions for electrical
vehicles.

Products are sold via a carefully selected network of global distributors and retailers, as original
equipment, supplied to more than 50 of the world’s leading vehicle manufacturers and through charge
point operators, property owners as well as other organisations and individuals providing EV charging
infrastructure.

CTEK takes pride in its unique culture based on a passion for innovation and a deep commitment to
supporting the transition to a greener mobility, by adhering to industry-leading ESG standards.

For more information about CTEK please visit www.ctek.com
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